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Abstract: 
The project entitled “PROJECT TRACKING TOOL” deals with the various levels of project development and 
will account for time used in analysis, design programming, testing and verification etc. 
 
It is a known fact that the software solution institutes engage in many projects at the same time, and it is 
mandatory to monitor and manage ongoing tasks to meet deadlines for a smooth operation of business and a 
timely delivery of promised assignments with its clients to maintain its reputation and to have future business. 
 
During the lifetime of a project, the organization has to commemorate all the activities of the project. This tool 
makes it easier for the organization to monitor the projects. It maintains records and tracks various parameters 
that influence software project development process and helps the management to take decisions at various 
stages of the project development. 
 
The product will assist the organization in maintaining record of every project it undertakes. All the information 
relevant to the projects like size, time, effort and departments involved, etc. is maintained by this tool. 
 
Introduction 
It is a known fact that the software solution institutes engage in many projects at the same time, and it is mandatory to 
monitor and manage ongoing tasks to meet deadlines for a smooth operation of business and a timely delivery of 
promised assignments with its clients to maintain its reputation and to have future business.   
 
A structured tracking method enhances the smooth relationship between the organization and its clients; managers and 
the workers. A structured tracking tool on the project can be used internally to assess the efficiency of the developer by 
the manager and the client can use the same from his location to track the completion level of the project, without 
visiting the operational arena. 
 
An organization should have a complete record and monitor every occurrence of any given task or achievement in the 
life time of a project. A project tracking tool makes this mission trouble-free. This enables a data sheet of the phases in 
a project, and become handy managing the project along with the schedule and achievements, making the monitoring 
and decision making smooth. 
 
The project tracking tool is a handy instrument, which enables an efficient delivery on completion. With the tool an 
undertaken project can be delivered without any delays or errors and if there are any, such will be raised before 
delivery and can be re-evaluated and settled with minimum efforts. Additionally both managers of the project and the 
clients can get updated of the current progress of the project eliminating communication disputes in a contract. 
 
Software/ Hardware Requirements 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
 
Operating System     : Windows 8.1, 10 or Linux. 
User Interface   : HTML, CSS. 
Client-side Scripting  : JAVASCRIPT. 
Programming Language  : JAVA. 
Web Applications   : JDBS, Servlets, JSP. 
IDE/Workbench   : My Eclipse 8.6. 
Database    : Oracle 10g. 
Server Deployment   : Tomcat 6.x. 
 
 
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS 
 
System  : Intel Core i5 or Higher. 
RAM  : 2 GB or more. 
Hard Drive : 128 GB or more 
Monitor  : 18’ LCD or 15.6’ Laptop 
Mouse  : Any High end with wheel 
Keyboard : Standard 110 keys or Laptop Keyboard. 
 
Architecture 
Application Data Model 
Application flow of  Admin & TeamLead  
Flow of Developer & Authentication 
Modules 
Authentication and Security Module 
The Login user details should be verified with the details in the user tables and if it is correct user, then they can 
access service. Once entered, based on the user type access to the different modules to be enabled / disabled and 
individual user can change their default password or old password. 
Admin Module 
This module consists of the following sub modules:  
Registration Module: Here admin register new employees, mangers and store their details in database. He also 
register new projects and store their details in database. 
 
Users Management Module: Here admin manages different type of users. He can view/update their details, can 
delete them if requirement comes. He also manages teams of developers here and their assignment to team leads. 
 
Project (Task) Management Module: Here admin can add a new project and can add, view, modify and delete 
them according to requirement. Here admin also can assign this projects to team leads. 
 
 
Project Manager Module 
This module has following sub modules: 
 
Project-Module Management Module: Here team leads create sub modules of an assigned project. And manages this 
according to requirement. 
 
Employee Module 
Here Employee view the subtask assigned by the team lead and set the status means how much effort spent to the assigned 
the task. He can also able to send the queries to team lead or manager and view the reply. 
 
Client Module 
The Details of the project added by the client i.e. project name, allocate the project to the corresponding project manager 
 
Query and Feedback Module 
Using this module the system maintains a query and feedback sub system in between users. A user can make a query to his 
superiors regarding any matter and a user can reply the queries made to him. 
 
Reports Module 
In this Module the User and Administrator can generate the different types of Reports according to their access. 
 
Screens 





DataBase Model 
Sample Code 
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